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Distance Measurement Using a Single Camera with a Rotating Mirror 
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Abstract: A new distance measurement method with the use of a single camera and a rotating 
mirror is presented. A camera in front of a rotating mirror acquires a sequence of reflected 
images, from which distance information is extracted. The distance measurement is based on 
the idea that the corresponding pixel of an object point at a longer distance moves at a higher 
speed in a sequence of images in this type of system setting. Distance measurement based on 
such pixel movement is investigated. Like many other image-based techniques, this presented 
technique requires matching corresponding points in two images. To alleviate such difficulty, 
two kinds of techniques of image tracking through the sequence of images and the utilization of 
multiple sets of image frames are described. Precision improvement is possible and is one 
attractive merit. The presented approach with a rotating mirror is especially suitable for such 
multiple measurements. The imprecision caused by the physical limit could be improved 
through making several measurements and taking an average. In this paper, mathematics 
necessary for implementing the technique is derived and presented. Also, the error sensitivities 
of related parameters are analyzed. Experimental results using the real camera-mirror setup are 
reported. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Distance measurement is one desired capability for 

an intelligent robot to understand its working 
environment. Among existing distance-measurement 
techniques, one category imitates the human vision 
and evaluates the distance using the spatial disparity 
of an object point in two images. The measurement 
system typically consists of a pair of cameras. The 
distance is computed using the disparity of two 
corresponding pixels with the triangulation [1-3,10]. 
The two cameras must be carefully aligned and well-
calibrated to minimize the measurement inaccuracy. If 

the characteristics of two cameras are not identical 
due to a difference in fabrication, an impact or aging, 
a significant measurement error could be hard to avoid 
[11,12]. Some researchers elaborated on the 
monocular vision [4-8,16] for possibly overcoming 
the shortcomings of the stereo-vision measurement 
system. With two images taken at two different 
positions by a single camera, the distance information 
can be computed in the similar way as that with the 
stereo-vision. The robotic eye-in-hand system, which 
has a camera moved by a robot arm [5-8,16], is an 
example. Since the movement of the camera on the 
robot arm is omni-directional, finding the matching 
points on images could be computationally costly. 
Hazard on the camera is more likely due to the 
frequent movement and impact. Physically moving 
the robot arm also causes a significant amount of 
delay on distance measurement. Other researchers 
suggested a measurement system with a camera and 
two fixed plane mirrors [9,14,15]. Stereo images 
reflected from the two mirrors are acquired by the 
single camera. With two fixed mirrors, the field of 
view is reduced and becomes narrower. Convex 
mirrors had been suggested to replace plane mirrors 
[13,14] to increase the viewable and measurable area. 
However, image distortion caused by the convex 
mirrors becomes a major problem. 

In this study, a system that is composed of a single 
camera and a rotating mirror is investigated. The 
camera acquires a sequence of images from the 
rotating mirror. The distance is measured utilizing the 
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idea that the pixel for a point at a longer distance has a 
higher movement speed in the image sequence from 
the rotating mirror. Like other image-based techniques, 
this one requires matching points in two images. Since 
the mirror rotates around an axis that is in parallel 
with the vertical axis of the image plane, the image 
near the middle line will basically move horizontally 
and those away from the middle line will slightly 
deviate from their corresponding horizontal lines. The 
image matching error could be reduced because the 
images are taken by the same camera. The setup 
provides good flexibility on the view direction. 
Rotating the mirror is a simple task and will not cause 
damage or parameter drift to the delicate measurement 
equipment. Precision improvement is possible and is 
one attractive merit. It is known that most image-
based distance measurement methods cannot provide 
high precision because of the fact that pixel numbers 
are integer and thus pixel locations are quantized 
values. The imprecision caused by the physical limit 
could be improved through making several 
measurements and taking an average. With a rotating 
mirror, more than one pair of images can be taken and 
the average distance offers a more reliable 
measurement. 

In this paper, the new technique is presented. 
Precision of the developed measurement scheme and 
how it is affected have been studied. Experimental 
results are reported. Section 2 introduces the principle 
of the proposed monocular vision system. Section 3 
presents a practical way for computing the distance. 
Geometric view is provided for explaining the 
measurement imprecision for large distance. System 
calibration is discussed in Section 4. Error analysis 
with examples illustrating the measurement precision 
is provided in Section 5. Estimation of image search 
range for pixel matching for the objects on the non-
middle lines has been investigated in Section 6. 
Experimental results are reported in Section 7 with 
conclusions given in Section 8. 

 
2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISTANCE 

AND PIXEL SPEED 
 
Fig. 1 shows the new distance measurement system. 

The mirror rotates and reflects images, which are 
acquired by a camera. It is not hard to perceive the 
fact that the pixel for a point at a longer distance 
moves at a faster speed in the sequence of images. 

The relationship between the distance and the 
moving speed of the corresponding pixel can be 
derived mathematically. Let’s first consider the 
geometry of the image forming on the plane defined 
by the horizontal middle line of the CCD sensor and 
the focal point. Let the intersection of the lens axis 
and the mirror be O, the distance from O to the object 
T be R as shown in the Fig. 1. Also, let the angle 

between the line segment OT and the X-axis be φ . 
Then, the position of the object T can be represented 
in polar coordinates as R φ∠ . Furthermore, let the 
length from the image plane of the CCD camera to the 
focal point F be f, the distance from F to O be d, the 
angle from the X-axis to the mirror be θ  (positive in 
the clockwise direction), and the mirrored location of 
the object T be T'. Then, the angle between the line 
segment OT' and the mirror is θ +φ  and the angle 
between the line segment OT' and the X-axis becomes 
2θ +φ . 

Let I and J be the points of projection of T' onto the 
X-axis and the Y-axis, respectively. Then lengths OI 
and OJ can be expressed as 

OI = cos(2 ),R θ φ+    (1) 

OJ = sin(2 ).R θ φ+    (2) 

Let the center of the CCD be C and the image of T' on 
the CCD be at a point P with the x-coordinate equal to 
p. From the similarity relationship between ΔFCP and 
ΔFT’J, the ratio p/f can be obtained as 

cos(2 )
sin(2 )

p R
f d R

θ φ
θ φ

− +
=

+ +
.   (3) 

Note that P is on the left side of the optical center line 
(vertical line) and thus p has a negative value. 

(3) holds even when the object point is not on the 
X-Y plane. However, for an object point with a non-
zero Z-coordinate, the image will be formed either 
under or above the middle line of the image frame. 
With the similar geometric derivation, one can easily 
prove that 

 
Fig. 1. The distance measurement system with a rotating 

mirror. 
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Fig. 2. Pixel speed versus the distance: with φ =  

70 , 5=θ , mmf 6= , mmd 200= , and 
θ = / secradπ . 

 

sin(2 )
iz z
f d R θ φ

−
=

+ +
,   (4) 

where z is the Z-coordinate of the object point and zi is 
the Z-coordinate of the image point on the image 
plane. Since d and f are constant, and R, φ, and z are 
also constant if the object is not moving, the value zi, 
which represents the vertical position of the image 
point will vary with θ. This will affect the range for 
image matching search but not the distance 
computation. The issue will be discussed in a latter 
section. 

Taking the differentiation of (3) with respect to the 
time and having some mathematical manipulation, 
one can obtain 

2 2

( sin(2 ))
2

( ) 2( )sin(2 ) sin (2 )

fdf
Rp d d

R R

θ φ
θ

θ φ θ φ

+ +
=

+ + + +
. (5) 

The equation shows that the speed of the pixel is a 
function of several variables including the distance R. 
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the pixel speed 
and the distance to the object when the mirror rotates 
at the speed of π rad/sec. As shown in the figure, the 
image of a closer object moves more slowly, and the 
smaller speed variation for a larger distance (R) 
indicates that the measurement will become less 
precise. 

 
3. DISTANCE COMPUTATION FROM TWO 

IMAGES 
 

3.1. Distance Computation from a Pair of Correspond-
ing Points 

Distance can be determined from two acquired images. 
Assume that the two images are acquired with the 
mirror angles at 1θ  and 2θ  (clockwise rotation; see 
Fig. 3), and the pixel positions are p1 and p2, 
respectively. From (3), one can have the following 
two equations: 

1 1

1

cos(2 )
sin(2 )

p R
f d R

θ φ
θ φ

− +
=

+ +
,   (6) 

2 2

2

cos(2 )
sin(2 )

p R
f d R

θ φ
θ φ

− +
=

+ +
.   (7) 

Note that d and f are constants and the mirror rotation 
angles 1θ  and 2θ  are known. Pixel locations p1 and 
p2 are determined through the pixel matching 
processing in the two images. Only R and φ  are 
unknown and can be solved from (6) and (7). The 
distance R can be solved from (6) as 

1

1 1 1cos(2 ) sin(2 )
p d

R
f pθ φ θ φ

−
=

+ + +
  (8) 

or from (7) as 

2

2 2 2cos(2 ) sin(2 )
p dR

f pθ φ θ φ
−

=
+ + +

. (9) 

Eliminating R in (8) and (9) and expanding cosine and 
sine terms result in equation (10), which gives 
equation (11) or equation (12). 

 
Fig. 3. Distance measurement with tow correspond-

ing pixel position P1 and P2 for mirror angles 
1θ  and 2θ . 

2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2

2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2

( cos 2 sin 2 cos 2 sin 2 )cos
       ( sin 2 cos 2 sin 2 cos 2 )sin
p f p p p f p p

p f p p p f p p
θ θ θ θ φ

θ θ θ θ φ
+ − −

= − − +
    (10)

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

cos 2 sin 2 cos 2 sin 2sin
cos sin 2 cos 2 sin 2 cos 2

fp p p fp p p
fp p p fp p p

θ θ θ θφ
φ θ θ θ θ

+ − −
=

− − +
     (11)
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To determine the distance, one may use (12) and (9) 
or (12) and (5). For the former set, P1 and P2 are used 
and for the latter set the pixel speed must be evaluated. 

 
3.2. Geometric view on how the measurement method 

works 
Fig. 4 can be used to explain geometrically how the 
proposed measurement method works. As shown in 
the figure, with the mirror angle equal to θ1, all the 
points on the line r1 are projected onto the same point 
P1 (with x-coordinate p1) on the CCD sensory plane. 
With the mirror angle changed to θ2, all points on the 
line r2 are projected onto the point P2 (with x-
coordinate p2). In other words, all the points on r1 are 
candidates for having p1 and all the points on r2 are 
candidates for having p2. If p1 and p2 are observed 
when the mirror angles are θ1 and θ2, respectively, the 
object must reside at the intersection of lines r1 and r2. 
The solution for (9) and (12) is the solution of the two 
equations representing the lines r1 and r2. It is noted 
that when R increases, the slopes of r1 and r2 get 
closer and the mathematical system with these two 
equations becomes in ill-condition (two lines are 
nearly in parallel). Thus, a small error on p2 could 
cause a large error on R. Increasing θ2 - θ1 will relax 
the ill-condition and improve the measurement 
accuracy. However, the overlapped area of two images, 
i.e., the measurable area, will become smaller. From 
the figure, one can also see that the effect of 
inaccurate p2 on the measurement of the angle φ  is 
less significant. A large R introduces only a small error 
on φ . Mathematical analysis on the measurement 
precision will be done later in Section 5. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Geometric view of the measurement. 

4. SYSTEM CALIBRATION AND 
RELAXATION OF THE  

CORRESPONDENCE PROBLEM 
 

4.1. System calibration 
Precise values of the two internal parameters of a 

CCD camera, the pixel interval and the focal length f, 
may not be available and need to be calibrated under 
the real measurement environment. Let the pixel 
interval be δ . Then, two pixel positions p1 and p2 are 

1 1p qδ= ,     (13) 

2 2p qδ= ,     (14) 

where q1 and q2 represent the numbers of pixels from 
the center of the CCD to the two image points while 
p1 and p2(x-coordinates) give corresponding physical 
distances. Note that q1 (or q2) is a negative integer if 
the image point is to the left of the CCD center C. 
Plugging (13) into (8) gives 

1

1 1 1cos(2 ) sin(2 )
q d

R
qη θ φ θ φ

−
=

+ + +
,  (15) 

where η  is defined as f/δ, the ratio between the focal 
length and the pixel interval. The parameter η  is the 
number of pixels equivalent to the length of f. 
Employing the parameter η , the number of internal 
parameters of the camera, which needs to be 
calibrated, is reduced from two to one. The angle φ  
can also be expressed using the parameter η  as 

1

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

tan

cos2 sin 2 cos2 sin 2 .
sin 2 cos2 sin 2 cos2

q q q q q q
q q q q q q

φ

η θ θ η θ θ
η θ θ η θ θ

−=

⎡ ⎤+ − −
⎢ ⎥− − +⎣ ⎦

(16) 
With a known location (R and φ ) of an object and its 
projection points 1q  and 2q , the adequate parameter 
of η  can be determined using (15) and (16). 

 
4.2. Relaxation of the correspondence problem 

To calculate the distance using (15) and (16), all 
pixel matching pairs of (q1, q2) should be determined 
accurately. This is the correspondence problem. If the 
angle difference between 1θ  and 2θ  is big, images 
taken at two different angles are very different, which 
results in that the correspondence problem in the 
proposed system is also important as in the stereo-
vision. In the proposed system, however, two kinds of 
techniques alleviate such difficulty. Benefits come 
from the utilization of abundant number of image 

1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

cos 2 sin 2 cos 2 sin 2
tan

sin 2 cos 2 sin 2 cos 2
fp p p fp p p
fp p p fp p p

θ θ θ θ
φ

θ θ θ θ
− ⎡ ⎤+ − −

= ⎢ ⎥− − +⎣ ⎦
     (12)
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frames. The first technique is with the feature point 
tracking as in the Fig. 5. In case of matching two 
images at the angles of 0θ  and 0θ δ+ , several 
number of image frames between the two angles are 
utilized in the proposed system as illustrated in the Fig. 
5. Though the matching between two images from big 
angle difference is difficult, that from small angle 
difference is easier due to the brightness and the 
alignment similarities. Matching problem between the 
bigger angled frames is eased with tracking of the 
pixels on the closer angled frame. Another technique 
to relax the correspondence problem is with the 
utilization of multiple sets of image frames for 
matching. If the angle between image frames is very 
small, same scene area can appear commonly on 
several image frames. Therefore, the matching 
accuracy can be improved by combining the matching 
results of several different sets of image frames. For 
example, the distance of some area can be computed 
commonly with the multiple image sets of ( 1θ , 

1θ δ+ ) and of ( 2θ , 2θ δ+ ), etc. as in Fig. 5(b). The 
matching performance can be improved by combining 
the matching results of such multiple sets of the 
images. 

Above two techniques which are utilizable in the 
proposed system uniquely enable to relax the 
correspondence problem. 

5. MEASUREMENT ERROR ANALYSIS 
 
The issue of measurement error is addressed in this 

section. 
 

5.1. Error analysis 
Note that q1 and q2 are pixel numbers and can only 

be integers and thus p1 and p2 computed from (13) and 
(14) have quantized values. The quantization causes 
measurement errors on the direction and distance. To 
determine a distance, one may try the pixel matching 
to find p2 (from pixel q2) in the second image that is 
corresponding to the image point at p1 (from pixel q1) 
in the first image. With the image at p1 as a reference 
pixel, no error on p1 needs to be considered. However, 
theoretically, there could be an error of up to + 0.5 
pixels on q2 due to the quantization. It is possible that 
the practical pixel mismatching error is larger. How 
sensitive the measured distance and direction are to a 
pixel mismatching error will be evaluated as the 
distance error sensitivity and the direction error 
sensitivity.  

The measurement error sensitivities are examined 
below. The distance error sensitivity can be evaluated 
by taking the derivative of R with respect to p2 as  

2 2

dR dR d
dp d dp

φ
φ

= .    (17) 

With (8), /dR dφ  can be expressed as 

2
1 1 1 1

2
1 1 1

( sin(2 ) cos(2 ))
( cos(2 ) sin(2 ))
fp d p ddR

d f p
θ φ θ φ

φ θ φ θ φ
− + + +

=
+ + +

. (18) 

For convenience, let the numerator and denominator 
of the right side of (11) be ω  and ψ, respectively, i.e., 

sintan
cos

φ ωφ
φ ψ

= = ,   (19) 

where 

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2cos 2 sin 2 cos2 sin 2fp p p fp p pω θ θ θ θ= + − −  
(20) 

and 

2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2sin 2 cos2 sin 2 cos2p p p fp p pψ θ θ θ θ= − − + . 
  (21) 

Differentiating (19) with φ and p2 as variables gives 

2 2
22 2

1
cos

d d
dp dpd dp

ω ψψ ω
φ

φ ψ

−
= ,  (22) 

where 

1 1 1 1 2 2( cos 2 sin 2 sin 2 )d f p p dpω θ θ θ= + − , (23) 

and 

1 1 1 1 2 2( sin 2 cos 2 cos 2 )d f p p dpψ θ θ θ= − + . (24) 

* * * *

θ 0 θ 1 θ 2

θ 0+ δ  
(a) 

 

. . . .

θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1+δ θ2+δ θ2+δ

Inter-frame 
matching

Inter-frame 
matching

Inter-span 
matching  

(b) 
 

Fig. 5. Relaxation of correspondence problem by (a)
tracking of feature points on the image
sequence and (b) using multiple pairs of
images. 
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Plugging (20), (21), (23), and (24) into (22), and using 
1 + tan2φ = 1/cos2φ and (19), one can obtain (25). (25) 
is the direction error sensitivity. Only p2 is the variable 
in (25). Plugging (18) and (25) into (17), the 
sensitivity of R on p2 becomes (26). 
The sensitivity, 2/dR dp , is proportional to 2R . The 
measurement becomes less accurate at a longer 
distance. It is also noted that the sensitivity is 
inversely proportional to d. Thus the measurement 
precision should be better with a larger d. 
 
5.2. An insight into the measurement error 

It is not easy to see clearly from the derived 
equations how factors affect the error sensitivity and 
the measurement error. Fig. 6 shows some error 
sensitivity plots for the case with θ1 = 0o, θ2 =12o, 
R∈[1,10]m and φ∈ [70o, 85o]. The values of f and d 
are (6mm, 200mm), (6mm, 100mm) and (12mm, 
200mm) for three sets of plots of 2/dR dp  and 

2/d dpφ . The following are observed from (26) and 
Fig. 6: 

1) If sin 1 2(2 2 )θ θ−  is not much smaller than cos 

1 2(2 2 )θ θ−  and p1<<f and p2<<f, the distance error 
sensitivity in (26) can be simplified to 

 
2

1 1 2
2 2

2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sin(2 )sin(2 2 )
( 2 cos(2 2 ))
R fdR

dp d p p p p
θ φ θ θ

θ θ
− + −

≅
+ − −

. (27) 

Since pi’s are approximately proportional to f as seen 
in (5), 2/dR dp  in the above equation will be 
inversely proportional to the focal length f. From Figs. 
6(a1) and 6(a2), one can see that the sensitivity 

2/dR dp  is reduced to about one half if the focal 
length is doubled. Note that the focal length is 6mm 
and P1 and P2 are in [-2.2mm, 2.2mm]. (26) and (27) 
also show that the distance error sensitivity is 
proportional to R2.This can be seen in each of Figs. 
6(a1), 6(a2) and 6(a3). The sensitivity should be 
inversely proportional to d as observed in Figs. 6(a1) 

and 6(a3). Note that they use different scale for the 
vertical axis. 

2) The direction error sensitivity in (25) can be 
simplified to 

  
(a1)                  (b1) 

  
(a2)                  (b2) 

  
(a3)                  (b2) 

Fig. 6. Plots for sensitivities 2/dR dp  and 2/d dpφ  
with different f and d. Angles θ1 and θ2 are 
selected to be 0o and 12o. 
(a1) 2/dR dp  with f=6mm, d=200mm  
(b1) 2/d dpφ  with f=6mm, d=200mm, 
(a2) 2/dR dp  with f=12mm, d=200mm 
(b2) 2/d dpφ  with f=12mm, d=200mm 
(a3) 2/dR dp  with f=6mm, d=100mm  
(b3) 2/d dpφ  with f=6mm, d=100mm 

2 2 2
1 1 2 1 1 2 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sin(2 2 ) cos(2 2 )
( ) ( ) 2 ( ) sin(2 2 ) 2 ( ) cos(2 2 )

f p fp fpd
dp p f p p f p fp p p p p p f p p

θ θ θ θφ
θ θ θ θ

− − − +
=

+ + + − − − − + −
. (25)

2

dR
dp

=
2

1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1

( sin(2 ) cos(2 ))
( cos(2 ) sin(2 ))
fp d p d

f p
θ φ θ φ
θ φ θ φ

− + + +
+ + +

. 

2 2 2
1 1 2 1 1 2 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sin(2 2 ) cos(2 2 )
( ) ( ) 2 ( )sin(2 2 ) 2 ( )cos(2 2 )

f p fp fp
p f p p f p fp p p p p p f p p

θ θ θ θ
θ θ θ θ

− − − +

+ + + − − − − + −
 (26)

= 2 1 1 1( sin(2 ) cos(2 )). f pR
d

θ φ θ φ+ − + . 

2
1 2 1 1 2 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sin(2 2 ) cos(2 2 )
( ) ( ) 2 ( )sin(2 2 ) 2 ( )cos(2 2 )

f fp fp
p f p p f p fp p p p p p f p p

θ θ θ θ
θ θ θ θ

− − + − −

+ + + − − − − + −
. 
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1 1 2
2 2

2 1 2 1 2 1 2

sin(2 )
( 2 cos(2 ))

pd
dp p p p p

θ θφ
θ θ

−
≅

+ − −
. (28) 

 
Since pi’s are approximately proportional to f, the 
direction error sensitivity will be inversely 
proportional to the focal length f. However, the 
sensitivity is not affected directly by R and d. From 
Figs. 6(b1) and 6(b2), one can see that the sensitivity 

2/d dpφ  is reduced to about one half if the focal 
length is doubled. From Fig. 6(b1) and 6(b3), one 
observes that the sensitivity 2/d dpφ  keeps almost 
constant even though the distance d is doubled. 

3) One can estimate the measurement error on 
distance for one-half pixel error. If the width of the 
CCD sensor is 4.4mm and there are 320 pixels, then 
the horizontal distance between two adjacent pixels is 
0.0138mm. For the results for Fig. 6(a1), the 
sensitivity at R ≅ 6m and φ = 75o is 0.7528*105. The 
estimated measurement error from one-half pixel 
position error will be 0.5*(0.7528*105)* (0.0138*10-

3) = 0.52m. This will be reduced to 0.26m if a camera 
with two times the focal length is used. 

4) One can also estimate the measurement error for 
the angle φ for one-half pixel error. From Fig. 6(b1), 
the sensitivity at R = 6m and φ = 75o is 104.9. The 
estimated measurement error will then be 
0.5*(104.9)*(0.0138*10-3) = 7.2*10-4 radium, which is 
a negligible amount. 
 

6. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS 
 
6.1. Simulation results 

Since the proposed distance measurement system is 
based on the pixel matching between two image 
frames which appear on a mono-camera, the major 
cause of the error is from the pixel mismatching. In 
this simulation study, the distance measurement error 
caused from one pixel mismatching is estimated for 
several different conditions. The plots in Fig. 7 show 
what the errors on the angle and the range will be 
given a unit error on q2,. The mirror rotation angle is 
selected to be θ1- θ2 = 140 and 60. For each pair of 
given (q1, q2) and (q1, q2+1), the angles and ranges are 
calculated. These two points are plotted in the figure 
with a line segment connecting them. Thus, a longer 
line indicates a larger possible error. In Fig. 7(a), the 
values of q1 are in [–80, 85] with an interval of 15 (i.e., 
-80, -65, -50, … 70, 85). The values of q2 also start 
from –80 with an interval of 5 (i.e., -80, -75, -70, … 
180). In Fig. 7(b), the ranges of q1 and q2 are [-110, 
115] and [-10, 50], respectively, with the same 
incremental sizes 15 and 5. It is seen that the line 
segments get longer at farther distances; i.e., the 
measurement accuracy is worse at a longer distance. 
However, the error on the direction is insignificant. 
The shorter segments in Fig. 7(a), compared to those 

in Fig. 7(b), indicate that a larger |θ2 - θ1| provides a 
better measurement accuracy. 

The above results are for objects in the direction 
near the Z-axis (i.e., φ ≈ 90 o ). The measurable 
direction can be altered by changing the mirror facing 
direction. Fig. 8 shows the similar results for the cases 
with φ close to 180 o , 90 o  and 0 o . It is seen that the 
errors are all similar regardless of the measuring 
direction. 

 
6.2. Experiments 

The real distance measurement system has been 
tested. The image size is 320 (H)× 240 (V) and the 

parameter fη
δ

=  is 440. The size of the plane mirror 

is 110 mm× 60 mm and its distance to the camera, d , 
is 200 mm. Fig. 9 shows two images, which were 
taken through the mirror before and after a 5 o  
rotation in the clockwise direction. One can see that 

 

   

(a) θ1- θ2 = 140              (b) θ1- θ2= 60 

 

Fig. 7. Distance and direction errors caused by 1 pixel
mismatching. 

 

Fig. 8. Distance measurement error for 1 pixel
mismatching at different measurement
directions. Error ranges at the left, center,
and right groups are obtained with the mirror
angles from –38 o  to -52 o , 7 o  to -7 o , and
from 52 o  to 38 o , respectively. 
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the relative positions between the vertical central line 
of the white board and the dark background object 
pointed by an arrow are different in two images. The 
line on the board moves less than that of the 
background object in the images because its distance 
is smaller. 

The measured distances are compared to the real 
distances in Fig. 10. The measured object is located 
along the line with 80oφ = but has the distance varied. 

The straight line in the figure represents the actual 
distance for points on the line with 80oφ =  and the 
zigzag curve with small circles shows the measured 
distances using the proposed system. One can see that 
the errors seem to be random either positive or 
negative. This suggests that taking an average of 
several measurements for the same object during the 
mirror’s rotation should improve accuracy. The results 
in the figure show that the error is negligible within 
the distance of 2m. The error increases with the 
distance and is about 10 cm at the distance of 2.5m. 
Fig. 11 shows the corresponding direction errors, 
which remain small. 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The proposed distance measurement system has a 

camera installed in front of a rotary plane mirror. With 
the mirror rotating, the pixel for an object point at a 
longer distance will move faster in the image. Using 
two images taken with the mirror at different angles, 
the different pixel positions for the same object point 
can be used to compute the distance. Equations 
needed to compute the distance have been derived and 
presented. Precision improvement is possible and is 
one attractive merit of the new technique. Our 
experiments show that the measurement errors are, 
randomly, positive or negative. This suggests that the 
imprecision caused by the physical limit could be 
improved through making several measurements and 
taking an average. The presented approach with a 
rotating mirror is especially suitable for such multiple 
measurements. With a rotating mirror, more than one 
pair of images can be easily taken and the average 
distance will offer a more reliable measurement result. 
Other attractive characteristics of the new measure-
ment system include the simpler hardware, the 
easiness of pixel matching, no camera movement and 
the flexibility of measurement view direction. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. A pair of images acquired through the rotating
mirror (a) before rotation, (b) after rotation. 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. Distance measurement error. The straight line

corresponds to zero error and the zigzag
curve with circle marks indicates the real 
measurement. 

 
Fig. 11. Direction measurement error. The straight line

indicates the real angle and the circle marks
indicate the measured angles. 
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